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WHY DO YOU NEED THIS  GUIDE?

Almost everyone has a lot of doubts or unanswered questions when it

comes to engaging in a new endeavour. Most at times, we may really

conceive ideas or wish to engage in something, but the thousands of

unanswered questions in our minds may discourage us, and consequently,

end up abandoning the dream, even before we could do more research on

it. It is not different with web design aspirants.

Some of you may have heard about web design, some may not have heard

about it. Most of us visit websites daily, which is a product of web

designers/developers. But you have all found yourselves reading this guide

today. Still, there are a lot of unanswered questions or uncertainties about

what you are leaping into; you fear it may be a leap in the dark. You think

about something better you could do, other than this. You just keep

contemplating whether it is the right route you are taking.

This guide has essentially answered most, if not all, of the questions you

may have asked yourself about the field of web design. Reading through

this guide will leave you with sufficient idea about the scope of the web

design industry: what it is all about; what employment opportunities lie

ahead for you in the industry; where you can work as a web designer;

whether you can become an entrepreneur as a web designer; how much

you can earn daily as a web designer; whether you need a university degree

to become a web designer; whether you need to learn coding to become a
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web designer; what future guarantee or sustainability the industry has, and

ultimately, how you can get clients as a web designer, among many others.

We have briefly, but clearly provided accurate answers to all these

preoccupations that most web design beginners have regarding the web

design industry. We hope that this guide will act as a motivator and a

booster for your desire to grow to an expert in the web design industry.

Bear in mind, the web design industry is not meant for lazy people. You

must work hard if you want to earn admiration and top expert status in the

industry. How much top experts earn per hour is an amount of money you

can’t believe with your ears.
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INTRODUCTION

The web design field is a wide field, full of diverse opportunities. It may

sometimes feel overwhelming and confusing to make a decision about

where to start for beginners. We have made this free guide to give you

some directives so that you can confidently define your career path in this

very lucrative industry. Let's get started!

WHAT IS WEB DESIGN?

Web design is the process of creating websites (internet electronic pages).

Web design includes many different skills and disciplines in the production

and maintenance of websites. The different areas of web design include

web page design, web graphics design, content writing, writing code for

building websites, etc. Websites are online platforms that individuals,

businesses, organizations, governments, and institutions use to publish

information to make it available to anyone in any part of the world who is

connected to the internet. Websites can also have advanced functionality

like communication chat groups, buying and selling of goods and services,

making payments, watching videos and movies, accepting donations, and a

lot more.

The term web development is often used interchangeably with the term

web design, but the two have some slight differences. While a web

designer focuses on the look of the website by designing the various
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aspects of the website, a web developer focuses more on writing code to

extend the functionality of the website. Many web designers also do web

development, and hence are referred to as a web designer/developer.

However, do not bother about the difference between web design and

development for now. You will become clear about this as you move along.

WHO IS A WEB DESIGNER?

A web designer is a person who builds websites for personal purposes or

for clients or for a company that employs him/her. If you learn how to build

a website and can actually build websites, then you are qualified to be

called a web designer.

DO I NEED A UNIVERSITY DEGREE TO BECOME A WEB DESIGNER?

The short answer here is , “NO”. You do not need to have a university

degree to become a web designer. Neither is it an obligation to attend

formal education to become a web designer.

There are more than enough resources online that can teach you whatever

you desire to learn in the field of digital technology. In fact, no university in

the world measures or teaches more that what you can learn online. Some

experts argue that the internet is the highest institution of learning on the

planet earth.
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One thing you have to note here is that since tech skills are mostly

practical, your level of expertise or know-how then lies on what you can do,

rather than on what educational qualification you have. In some instances,

though, some employers may put educational qualification as one of their

requirements when recruiting web designers, but this is not always the

case, as more emphasis is usually laid on practical skills.

The challenge, however, lies in the fact that you need to work very hard, and

to possess great computer skills to be able to navigate the internet and

have what will take you to your desired level. Personally, most of us at

Afritech Academy have never attended any formal education on digital

technology, to reach the level we are today (this is a similar story for all tech

giants around the world), but have become some of the finest digital tech

experts in the country. Recently (2020), the CEO of Afritech Academy,,

Njofie Wilson, won two national prestigious awards: Cameroon’s best

Digital Entrepreneur, and Cameroon’s Best Tech Impact Promoter.

HOW DO I START BUILDING A WEBSITE, WHAT IS THE PROCESS?

Like everything else, the first step to building a website is to acquire the

knowledge necessary to do it. Once you have the knowledge, the process of

doing it becomes easier. This question has been sufficiently, clearly and

elaborately answered in our mighty Web Design Course.
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Visit www.afritechacademy.com to purchase the course, and to find out

more about the course.

HOW DO I MAKE MONEY AS A WEB DESIGNER?

Besides working on web projects as a freelancer and making huge money

(especially when you work harder to become a top expert), there are several

other ways a web designer can make money. Before we get into the details

of this, it is important to note here that learning web design does not only

mean acquiring skills to be hired as an employee. If you wish to operate or

function as an employee, cool. But with bigger ambitions, you could open

your own web design agency, where you will have the potential to expand

the agency to include other related industry branches like digital marketing

services, copywriting, etc.

Here are a few other ways web designers make money:

- Work for a company or enterprise as a webmaster or web

maintenance officer. In this case, a company will hire you to run the

services of their website like updates, receiving and processing data

from website visitors, optimizing web pages, adding new content to

match the company’s marketing needs, etc.
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- You can work for a web design agency on agreed terms. This is

mostly through web design agencies hiring designers to work on

projects, usually paid at an hourly rate.

- You could equally start a blog. After acquiring more skills, you can

decide to engage in web design content related blogging. This way,

you will not only attract people with the rich content to your blog, but

equally enjoy the benefits associated with it, like doing affiliate

marketing, promoting other businesses and earning a commision,

Google Ads, etc.

- Since web design also requires graphic design skills, it is also

possible you could earn money by designing logos, posters, flyers,

brochures, etc.

WHICH COMPANIES CAN I GET A JOB AS A WEB DESIGNER?

There are many companies or organisations that may need the services of

a permanent Web Master. This is especially so because most businesses

are adopting the online option as a means to combat the competition and

stay relevant in the global market that has almost completely become

digital.

E-Commerce businesses: Take for instance, online retail companies (like

Jumia, Alibaba, eBay, Amazon) have permanent web designers who
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constantly stay connected with clients purchasing goods through their

e-store. The Webmaster will then have to receive orders, process the

command and make sure that all other necessary actions are taken to

ensure smooth transaction.

Besides that, a Webmaster will also be responsible for uploading new

products daily to the website, etc. This is a similar thing that may occur in

other related businesses managing their clients through online activities.

Government Institutions: Web designers can work for government

institutions, by being webmasters for websites of various government

departments.

Nonprofit Organizations: Webmasters can equally work as permanent staff

of Nonprofit organizations to manage the website, maintain it, monitor and

manage donations, and publish content.

News and Publishing houses: With the minute-by-minute updates done by

news and media channels to upload content and news, this can be a hot

cake job for web designers as they will be needed to do the minute-by

minute publishing.

Banks and financial Institutions: Banks need web designers to manage

their websites, work on various online services and attend to their
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customers' concerns. With the coming of digital and online banking, banks

are in need of many web designers to manage their online web platforms.

Local Business: As local businesses strive to reach a wider audience, they

need web designers who will keep their website up-to date to help them

connect with their clients.

Consulting Firms: these firms need web designers to manage bookings,

publish content, manage contacts and keep their website up to date.

Churches and Religious Bodies: These establishments need web designers

to help them reach out to a wider audience with their messages of faith

through regular publishing and contacts.

There are many other industries and establishments that web designers

can work for. As the world becomes more and more digital, web designers

are needed in almost all sectors of society.

And as we stated earlier, a Web designer does not necessarily need to be

employed by someone before they can earn a living. They can operate as

independent web designers, Freelancers, through contract offers, etc.
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CAN I GET A GOOD JOB AS A WEB DESIGNER WITHOUT A WEB

DESIGN DEGREE?

Yes, you can get a good job as a web designer without a university degree.

As we have mentioned earlier, web design is a job that demands practical

skills. When you can show evidence that you possess the skills an

employer needs, that can land you a high paying job.

Besides, a web designer must not necessarily be an employee to earn a

comfortable income. Countless web designers operate as Freelancers, that

is, an independent or self-employed person who works as a web designer.

Freelancers are hired to carry out projects on agreed terms. There are

equally platforms where Freelancers can upload their profiles and portfolio

and get connected with clients. Examples of such platforms are Upwork

Fiverr, Freelancer, etc.

CAN I WORK WITH INTERNATIONAL CLIENTS AS A WEB DESIGNER?

In the field of web design, you can work for clients from any country of the

world. If you can communicate with anyone in any part of the world and

they can have a means to send payment for service to you, then you can

work on their web project. Web design is done entirely online and you do

not need to be in the same physical location with your customers to build

their website. You can even work for a company in a different country while
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still in your own country. That is why web design is a field with unlimited

comfort and opportunities.

WHAT IS THE FUTURE OF THE WEB DESIGN INDUSTRY?

Before we get into the details of that, it will be relevant to let you know

some of the statistics about the internet. There are over 1.6 billion websites

on the internet. Everyday, hundreds of thousands of new websites are

added to the internet. The web industry is presumed to grow by 3.7% in

2021. These statistics are very glaring, and leave even the blind to be able

to tell whether their future is guaranteed should they join the web design

industry.

Additionally, as more and more businesses are adopting the digital

approach to market their products, and as clients' interest is shifting toward

online transactions, it becomes obvious that these are indicators for a

greater demand of web designers in the future. Many businesses will need

websites as a home for their products.

WHAT ARE WEBSITES BUILT WITH?

Primarily, websites are made up of what is known as code (these are a

mixture of text, numbers and special characters that only make sense to

the computer). There are several ways to get your website built depending
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on the purpose and functionality of the website. However, the common

ways are to write your website code in a code editor and upload it online to

what is known as a web hosting server. You can also use tools called

frameworks to facilitate writing of website code.

However, fewer websites nowadays will require starting from writing code

from scratch. This is due to recent advanced web building platforms and

technologies which have greatly eased the building of websites.

One of such latest technologies is what is known as Content Management

System (CMS). A content management system is a software application

that is used to manage the creation and modification of websites. CMSs

are typically used to access the website database and create or edit

content. There are several CMS, but the world's most popular CMS is

WordPress. WordPress is a CMS that powers more than ⅓(one-third) of all

the websites on the internet. We at Afritech Academy recommend

WordPress as a suitable platform to build your website. It can be used to

build any type of website you can think of. Our web design course is based

on WordPress CMS. You can learn more about the course here:

https://afritechacademy.com/lp-web-design-and-development/

DO I NEED TO KNOW CODING TO BECOME A WEB DESIGNER?

Before now, web designers were obliged to first of all learn some coding

languages (like HTML, CSS, JavaScript) before they could build a website.
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Recently, the trend has shifted tremendously. Today, you do not need to

know how to code to become a web designer. It's entirely possible to have

a successful web design career without having complete knowledge in

HTML, CSS, and JavaScript.

Content Management Systems (CMS) have emerged that permit one to

build a highly functional website without writing code. Such is WordPress,

Joomla, etc.

However, knowing some coding languages such as HTML, CSS, JavaScript

and PHP will give you the ability to customize websites as much as needed.

Coding knowledge will also permit you to have an advantage over those

who don't when applying for a job. We therefore encourage you that, as a

progressive step, learn HTML and CSS, and progressively also learn

JavaScript and PHP as you advance in your web design career.

Having a mastery of these coding languages will enable you to build more

complex websites with more customized  functionalities.

Today, as technology has advanced and there are more and more multiple

ways and platforms to learn coding, financial resources to do this are less

likely to become an obstacle. There are many free websites and mobile

applications that can permit you to learn coding/programming for entirely

free. We will mention www.sololearn.com here as a recommended website

where you can learn coding and earn a certificate. It is primarily free.
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Worthy to note is, earning a certificate is just as good as having physical

evidence that you have gone through some learning process. The

underlying watchword will be constant learning and practice in order to

better master these coding languages.

WHAT IS THE LINK BETWEEN GRAPHIC DESIGN AND WEB DESIGN?

Yes, there is a big link between a Graphic Designer and a Web Designer.

They basically have the same genetics. However, there are a few key

differences between what a Graphic Designer does and what a Web

Designer does. Both of them work to produce visually appealing content to

communicate a message.

Let us start by looking at some of the similarities between them:

● Web designers and graphic designers are both creative and artistic.

● They are able to use computers and mobile phones to develop their

products.

● They equally have great skills in integrating or using typography,

images, infographics, texts, to conceive stunning ideas.

● Both of them produce web content to advertise businesses or convey

a specific message to a specific audience in an artistic style.

Graphic Design is the use of graphics, typography, graphs, and images to

communicate an idea. Graphic designers can work on both print projects
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and digital projects. Unlike Web Design, Graphic Design only concerns the

creation of graphics for use on websites or in print. Graphic Designers do

not do any programming. Graphic design skills are very necessary for a

web designer, but the reverse may not be true; graphic designers do not

necessarily need to know anything about web design in order to create

stunning designs.

Web Design, just like Graphic Design, is the combination of graphics,

typography, texts and images to communicate an idea. Web Design only

concerns building websites. Web Designers are responsible for creating

websites that are physically appealing and have a well followed approach

to communicating or presenting information. As we mentioned earlier, a

good graphic designer does not need to have web design skills, but to be a

good web designer, graphic design skills are mandatory.

Additionally, Web Designers are also necessitated to have a good

knowledge on fundamental coding languages such as HTML, CSS, and

JavaScript, and to a greater extent, PHP.

Also, web designers are more dynamic in their approach as they pay very

close attention to the dynamism and responsiveness of the website across

the various devices that are used to access websites like mobile phones

and PCs. User experience and user interface are some of the key things

they need to watch out for when designing a website.
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WHAT ARE THE SKILLS NEEDED TO BECOME A WEB DESIGNER?

The beginning is the most essential. No skill is required to "START" a Web

design career. But as you start, there will be an urgent need for you to learn

several skills that will permit you to integrate smoothly into the industry,

and emerge as a top expert. Why do I say no skill is required to start as a

Web Designer? Because you will not need to wait until you have acquired all

the basic skills before you start thinking of starting your career. Get started

with no skill, and emerge with every skill. That is the rule!

However, there are a number of skills necessary to function smoothly in the

web design industry. Here are some of them:

- HTML, CSS (Basic web design languages)

- Design softwares like PixelLab, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe InDesign,

etc.

- Knowledge of design principles like contrast, hierarchy, emphasis,

balance, alignment etc.

- UX (User Experience) skills. You should be able to evaluate whether a

design looks appealing in the eye and is user friendly.

- Communication skill.

- Digital marketing skills.

- Customer/client management.

- Time management skill.
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HOW LONG DOES IT TAKES TO BECOME A WEB DESIGNER?

There is no specific period of time for one to become a web designer. It

largely depends on how much effort you put in daily, and how passionate

you are to become a web designer.

However, going through formal education can take as long as two years, or

more, depending on your program schedule. This does not in any way

guarantee that you will graduate as a skillful web designer. Your input

determines your outcome.

On the other hand, self taught web designers can take as short or longer

time as they wish to acquire excellent web design skills. Generally, learning

is a continuous process, and so even top industry experts keep learning

each day to overcome the challenges that the industry brings daily, like any

other field.

Personally, I took quite a short time to become a pro web designer. This is

due to the passion and determination that I had (have) for it.

WHERE DO I LEARN  WEB DESIGN?

It's normal that this should be one of the preoccupations of anyone wishing

to build a career. There are many avenues through which you can learn
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Web Design. These include offline schools, online courses, live training

sessions, mentorship, online forums and communities, etc.

Each of these avenues is as good as you put in the necessary resources to

progress.

Afritech Academy is one of the best platforms where you can learn Web

design through live training on our website, with support 24/7. Check our

web design course here:

https://afritechacademy.com/lp-web-design-and-development/

HOW MUCH DO WEB DESIGNERS EARN PER MONTH?

There is absolutely no specific amount a web designer can earn monthly.

When we talk about earning, we talk about your skills and expertise level,

and how well you position yourself.

However, a web designer can earn from about 100 000frs to millions of

FCFA monthly (thousands of US dollars).

AT WHAT STAGE DO I CALL MYSELF A WEB DESIGNER

The moment you have acquired sufficient knowledge to be able to build at

least a basic website, you can call yourself a web designer. Just like anyone

who can drive a car is called a driver, anyone who can build a website is

qualified to be called a web designer.
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HOW DO I GET STARTED AS A WEB DESIGNER?

You can start anywhere. The underlying factor is having passion for it.

Basically, great computer general knowledge is mandatory. It is the

foundation for any career in the computer tech industry. However, there are

a number of things you have to have a good knowledge of as you engage in

a web design career.

Graphic design knowledge is very important. As we noted earlier, there

exists a direct relationship between web design and graphic design. To

build a good and appealing website demands that the various elements of

graphic design should be considered. Here, we are talking about contrast,

alignment, hierarchy, color, etc. When this is done, the end result is a

website with an appealing interface.

You’ll have to learn about color theory. Colors are not combined

haphazardly. There are color patterns that work together to produce a

soothing effect. color.adobe.com is a good website to learn about colour

combinations.

You'll also need to know how human beings interact with websites.

Remember, a website is not just the process of assembling web pages, but

the pages must be interconnected to ease navigation and guide the visitors

to take a particular action. Your call to actions must be interlinked.

Equally, you’ll need to learn the basic coding languages, namely HTML and

CSS.
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HOW DO I GET CLIENTS AS A WEB DESIGNER?

This is a question that thousands of people ask daily. At Afritech Academy,

our answer is very simple: positioning. Yes, as a web designer, you need to

position yourself in your marketing strategy, and make clients come to you,

and not the other way round. When you demonstrate to people the talents

you possess, with the objective of helping them grow, they tend to derive

satisfaction from it, and consequently, will return to you when a similar

service is needed to grow their business.

ONE LAST THING

Being passionate in your web design career is already a breakthrough for

you. Tech lovers are faithful and addicted to it like a smoker would do with

their cigarette/smoking. But note that this will not happen as a matter of

luck. If you truly love it and are passionate about it; it will come to you

naturally. You will at some point realise that unconsciously, a good portion

of your daily chore is reserved for learning something new and practicing

skills you have already acquired.
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This phone looks funny now, right?

But do you know what?

That’s the telephone I used to start my career in the tech industry. It is not

an android phone, nor an iPhone, but the most important of it is that it had

internet access. That is the miraculous device I used to gather much

knowledge about the tech industry.

I later on had more advanced phones, which permitted me to triple my

research and dig deeper into the core of the matter.

But today, you are starting your career with probably an iPhone 12 Pro Max,

Samsung Galaxy S20, or TECNO Camon 17 Pro; enough potential to fly

higher as you would wish.
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The whole world is hidden in that small device you hold. Go get it!

WHERE EXACTLY DO I GO FROM HERE?

Now that you have understood web design and are eager to start, the next

big challenge could be: where and how to start. If you feel that way, then

you are not alone. We are right here to accompany you throughout the

process. Join the web design community at Afritech Academy through the

website link below:

https://afritechacademy.com/lp-web-design-and-development/

TO YOUR SUCCESS, WE WISH YOU ALL THE BEST.

MUCH PEACE AND BLESSINGS!
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